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NOUNS 
action Brannigan couch earring guest lightswitch 
affair briefcase counsel Ed gunshot liqueur 
affidavit browbeating court editor Harvard liquor 
afternoon building courtroom elevator hate list 
age bullet crime employee hatred litter 
alibi bureau critic entry hearsay lobby 
alien Burger cross envious Holcomb location 
Andrew Burns Crossman envy hole lock 
anger business cut Epicure home love 
angle butt cuts Erichson homicide magazine 
anyone cabinet Daphne evidence honor man 
apartment cafe death examination illness Mandarin 
appearance call debt examiner immigrant mantle 
Argos career deceased exit institute Margot 
arrival case decedent experience institution marriage 
Arthur cause defendant expert intimidating Masters 
ashes ceiling degree expertise investigation me 
asylum chair delirious feet investment medicine 
attorney chalk Della file irrelevant men 
automatic chef den finances Jack Midori 
autopsy chief dent fingerprint jail Miller 
ballistics cigarette deposition fired Jane mirror 
ballroom citizenship detective fireplace jealous mistake 
bar closet deterioration Flamingo jealousy Monday 
Barstow clothes diploma floor job money 
bathroom clothing disease food judge motive 
bedroom club dish Forbes Julian murder 
behavior cognac distance force jury murderer 
bill college divorce foyer Kahlua name 
blood Colt Doberman Frank Kapp next 
bloodstain conclusion doctor Friday kennel night 
Bob condition document friend key noise 
body confidante dog friends kitchen Northrup 
bone conscious doll friendship landlord note 
book contract door Fritzie Laura occupation 
bookshelf contusion doorman fury leading office 
bottle - cook Dorset gambler leaf officer 
box cooking dr gambling leaves opening 
Bradford coroner Drake gin letter opinion 
brandy corpse Duboq glass lieutenant outline 
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NOUNS ADJECTIVES VERBS 
palmtree rights television accompanied dog's lethal admit continue fired kill proceed spin 
partners room tenant accurate door's living agree cook flush killed punch spit 
partnership rug terms 
Paul rum terrace 

any Epicure Mandarin 
apartment expert marriage 

am could found knock put , split 
answer cover frown know qualified stand 

paw Russell Terry Argos faithful master appear curse gamble leading rant stare 
pen sample test ballistics fatal medical are date get learn rave start 
penalty Saturday threats Barstow financial mental arrest describe give leave read study 
penthouse scene Thursday blood Flamingo miss arrive despise glare left reassure summarize 
people schizophrenia time Bradford forensic more ask deteriorate go let recognize surr 
percentage school today breakfast Friday murder asks dial grab lie register surrounding 
perjury scotch toilet broken Fritzie's not attack did graduate lift release suspect 
permit scratch towel browbeating further oriental attract die growl light rest swear 
philharmonic search trainer bullet glass other become dissolve had like review take 
phone sergeant tree bullet's gold palm been divide J1appen listen ruin talk 
photo sgt Tragg business's golden partnership's begin divorce has live run taste 
pillows share trash cafe's guest phone belong do hate lock said tell 
pinscher sheet Tuesday card gun police blackmail does have look saved test 
plant shift Tufts chalk gun's prosecuting break doing having love saw think 
plate sickness type chef's headless restaurant bring drink hear marry say threaten 
police sink university cigarette her sign-in browbeating drop hearsay mean search time 
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position snapps unstable closet high ball sliding call eat hesitate meet see train 
post sofa unqualified closet's his steak came employ hide miss sell tune 
profit someone victim 
prison sound Victor 
prosecution speaker vodka 
purse spot voice 

clove human two I 
coffee illegal unaccompanied I 
Colt intimidating wet I 
cooking jury wine 

cause end hire move serve turn 
caused enter hit murder shoot unlock 
certain entered injure murdered shot unqualified 
change examine inspect no show use 

qualification stain wall cross kennel's your ' check exit insult obj sift visit 
qualified stair water 
radio stand warm 

dining lady's I district leading 
chuckle expert intimidating objection sigh wait 
climb face introduce open sign was 

range state Wednesday close fail inventory opinion sit were 
reason statue wife 
record step window PREPOSITIONS 

conclusion fall invest owe skip whirl 
collide feel involve own sleep wink 

registration stereo wineglass about for on come fell irrelevant owned smile witness 
relationship street Winslow after from over comfort finance is pause smoke work 
report struggle woman as in through commit find join perform snarl would 
resident Sunday women at into to complete finish jump pet sneer 
responsibility Suzanne work before near towards conduct fire keep pick spend 
restaurant switch wound behind of under 
results table during off with 
review telephone 

' 



COLUMN A 
INTERROGATIVE 
PRONOUN (optional) 
When 
How 
Where 
Why 

Who 
How Many 
What 

COLUMNB 
INTERROGATIVE 
VERB (optional) 
Did 
Do 
Were 
Could 
Weren1 

Are 
Is 
Was 
Would 
Didn1 

SUBJECT 
Anyone Laura 
Burger Margot 
Burns Murderer 
Crossman Police 
Defendant Residents 
Dog Russell 
Dorset Suzanne 
Fritz1e Tragg 
Guests I Victor 
Julian You 
(or any other c~aracter or any 
piece of evidenbe) 

COLUMND 
ANY VERB 
Look 
Speak 
Take 
Admit 
Entered 
Kill 
Happen 
Came 

Smile 
Turn 
Fired 
Let 
Commit 
Doing 
Grab 

(or any other verb) 

COLUMNE 
ANY OBJECT PHRASE 
OR WORD 
Atthe 

Apartment 
Ballistics 
On Friday 

Night 
Any Blood 
The Gun 
Broken Glass 
At Victor 

On the Couch 
In the Closet 
The Bullets 
Near the Table 
To School 
In the 

Restaurant 

(or any other object phrase) 

NOTE: An object phrase must contain a noun from the attached sheet. It ma I contain any preposition, adverb and adjective listed. It may not contain a verb. 

BUILDING SENTENCES WITH THE CHART OTHER EXAMPLES: 

1. Choose a question phrase from 
column A and column B: 

WHEN DID 
COULD 
WHO WERE 
WHAT WAS 
HOW MANY 

2. Choose a subject from Column C: 
THE DOG 
CROSSMAN 
THE DOCUMENT 

3. Choose one verb from Column D: 
LOOK 
TAKE 
ADMIT 

4. If needed , construct a phrase for 
Column E 

-Find a noun on the noun list 
APARTMENT GUN ARGOS 

-If needed, find an adjective from 
the adjective list 
LAURA'S BROKEN FRIDAY 

-Choose one preposition from the 
preposition list 
TO IN AT 

These can be combined into an 
object phrase 

ON THURSDAY NIGHT 
IN VICTOR'S APARTMENT 
THE GUN 

DID YOU GO INTO THE APARTMENT 
ON FRIDAY NIGHT? 

WOULD NOT work as the sentence contains 
two prepositions from the preposition list. 

DID YOU ENTER THE APARTMENT 
ON FRIDAY NIGHT? 

WOULD work. Note that the second 
sentence replaces a verb and a preposition 
(GO and INTO) with a single verb (ENTER). 

HOW MANY GUESTS SIGNED-IN ON 
FRIDAY? 

WOULD NOT work, as signed-in is a two 
word verb. Remember that two word verbs 
and compound verbs (like WERE TAKEN) 
are not understood by the game. Only single 
verbs from the verb list are accepted. 

HOW MANY GUESTS REGISTERED 
ON FRIDAY? 

WOULD work. Note that the second sen
tence replaces a two word verb (SIGN ED
IN) with a single word verb (REGISTERED). 

WAS THE FRONT DOOR UNLOCKED 
WOULD NOT work, as UNLOCKED is not 
one of the adjectives listed on the adjective 
list. Resort to the DESCRIBE command: 

DESCRIBE THE FRONT DOOR 
THIS WOULD work. If you want infor
mation about a particular topic (the front 
door, the statue, the gun, etc.) the DESCRIBE 
command is especially useful. Instead of 
asking for specific information about a par
ticular topic (WAS THE GUN LOADED, WAS 
THE STATUE PURPLE) ask for general 
information about the topic using the 
DESCRIBE command. In most instances, 
this will prompt the witness to tell you all he 
or she knows about the topic. 


